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1. [Adverb] We went to the beach and played very happy happily there. 
2. [Agreement] I have visited two schools. Both of them was were organizing some activities 

when I visited them. 
3. [Agreement] We asked Gigi Leung many question questions. She gave them us a present. 
4. [Be] In the school hall, many students and parents were there. A reporter should be happy. 
5. [Be] Nowadays, teenagers are interested in the daily life of their idols. 
6. [Choice] He was a funny man. We didn’t like his outlook appearance. 
7. [Choice] I have a wonderful experience during when I was working at Teen Times. 
8. [Choice] The students and I told talked for a long time and we were very happied happy. 
9. [Choice] This job is so very good. It is interesting. Let me talk tell you some interesting things 

to you. 
10. [Conditional] If I had not worked at Teen Times, I would not find have found many good 

places in Hong Kong. 
11. [Extra word] Let me tell you what happened during my work experience at Teen Times. 
12. [Gerund] After I heard hearing this, I learnt a lot of things. 
13. [Gerund] We visited an elite school in Kowloon. They had several basket courts. They had 

enough places for train training. 
14. [Indirect question] Can you guess who is she is? 
15. [Infinitive] I was afraid and I didn’t know say what kind of things to say. 
16. [Noun] Joey smiled to me to show that I was interesting because of my behave behaviour. 
17. [Noun] We did a research about the heavy weight of the school bags on the street. 
18. [Object] This job is really good for me. I like it very much. 
19. [Order] Finally, I and two students and I discussed and wrote an article on “Game Designers”. 
20. [Order] Luckily, I could finish the whole interview very successfully luckily. 
21. [Order] I will tell you more about my work experience for you. 
22. [P.p.] I was very surprising surprised about the interview with my dream singer, Leo. 
23. [P.p.] We interviewed a pop singer call called Kelly Chan. 
24. [Passive] I was scolded by my boss and I was very unhappy about this. 
25. [Passive] I type too slowly and punish is punished by my boss. 
26. [Passive] She gave was tied up by her mother tie her up to the mango trees. 
27. [Plural] Our magazine needs some writer writers, reporter reporters and photographer 

photograhers. Our job includes interviewing famous singer singers, visiting famous school 
schools and tourist spot spots. 

28. [Preposition] I interviewed Kelly Chan. I was very excited at that time. 
29. [Preposition] I think you have heard of/about Twins before. They are very famous. 
30. [Preposition] Remember the theme is environment protection. Your story must talk about how 

to clean up our environment. 
31. [Rewrite] I It was the first time for me to see meet Twins nearly so closely. 
32. [Spelling] It was ture true that they had already finished their work. So they looked so tried 

tired. 
33. [Subject] Although this job I need needs to work for a long time, I think it is very suitable for 

me. 
34. [Subject] During the interview, I did not know what questions I should ask first […what 

questions to ask first]. 
35. [Subject] How are you? Is your work Are you busy and do you work happily? 
36. [Subject] I didn’t know that my articles have many people to read my articles. 
37. [Subject] Through this work, I learn how I can make a good magazine [… I learn how to make 

a good magazine]. 
38. [Tense] At the end of September, we have visited the publisher of Teen Times. 
39. [Tense] I was need needed to report on STC Halloween party. The students were [had] started 

some activities. They were go went back into the dark school hall. Many students were scared. 
40. [Uncountable] We visited many restaurants to collect many much information on good food. 

We ate different kinds of food and all the foods food were was free of charge. Now, I have 
many much knowledge of good food in Hong Kong. 


